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INTRODUCTION
"Silence Is criminal. We must teach these facts and teach ttMB
right, so that knowledge may lead to purity and righteousness* But
trlth the n«v Avakenlng and discussion of sex matters, the pendulua has
swung from silence to publicity that Is alnost nauseating." So said
E. K. Mohr, superintendent of the purity dapartnent of the International
Sunday School Association. The remarkable thing Is that he said it in
1914. The pendulum continued to swing beyond anything Mr. Mohr or his
purity department could have foreseen. What was then a pioneering
stand for frankness has become virtually commonplace, and what was then
upsetting delicate souls or stomachs Is now casually discussed in the
classroom.
Curtis Avery, professor of education at the University of Oregon
said: "Sex education apparently no longer must be sold; it has been
2bought." Mostly it is the parents themselves \A>o have realized the
need for sex education. Because of their own sexual problaoa or guilt
feelings parents do not make good sex eaaehars. Thar* la also the
problem of parents not being able to communicate with their children
and the fact that parents can hardly loagine their children as anything
but innocent. It seems too that a parent-child discussion of sex
bacomea too emotionally charged, thus placing more of a needless stress
Time Essay, "On Teaching Children About Sex," Time. Vol. 89,
Mo. 23 (Juna 9, 1967), p. 36.
^IMi.
Ion the parent«^hlld relatlonBhip.
Men of the medical profession lack the time, and possibly the
training, to counsel on sex and family problems. A study of Dr. Harold
Lief of Tulane University's Medical School indicates considerable
ignorance on the part of medical students and interns about sex. "I
find that physicians are often more inhibited about sex than others of
3
th» •«»• social orders."
The church does, and rightly so, play a vole in sex education.
The church helps to provide a foundation for moral behavior, which is
CKtrsaely necessary. However, the church seemingly does not provide
the open discussion and answers to the questions that today's youth are
seeking.
There seems little doubt that one of the major sources of sex
infotnation has been and will continue to be the peer group. Peer
groups have a distinct advantage as a source of sex infotmation in that
th^ can do what very few schools or other institutions can even begin
to do, that is, relate sexual learning to sexual experience.
What society has done is turn to the schools to provide sex
education for its youth. "Experts estimate that two years from now,
70;; of the nation's schools will have broad, thorough sex*^ducation
4
programs," A reasonably well prepared and well belaneed teacher can
Leonard Gross, "Sex Education Comes of Age," Lppjt (March 8,
1966), p. 22.
4
Time Essay, "Oa Teaching Children About Sex," Tiiyy. Vol. 89,
No. 23 (June 9, 1967), p. 36.
Iusually explain things in an atmosphere that would be conducive to
wholesome learning. Thus, it becomes the job of the school, along with
advice and approval of the church, physicians, parents, and the comnu-
nity to relate factual and accurate sexual learning. The peer group
then, will inevitably play its role in relating this sexual learning to
sexual experisice.
PURPOSE OF THE FROliLEM
To detemine some developmental stages and level of maturity of
students kindergarten through twelve, and from this, try to detennine
what concepts they are prepared to comprehend in regard to sex and
family living at the various grade levels.
The "when" question has a simple yet impossible answer. The
Ideal time for sex education would be when life, either through pat-
terned process or sheer accident, compels the boy or girl to ask the
question. The school should be able to do what the peer group can do,
that is to talk about something when there is a need to talk about it.
If the information cones too soon, the content is either neaoinglMS or
anxiety-provoking. When it comes too late, it can be of only limited
significance. One of the real marks of the failure of many currently
operating progroas of s«i education is that students more often than
not report that they didn*t learn anything they didn't already know
and, moreover, that it was less than what they already knew.
METHODS AND MATERIALS
Information and materials for this study were obtained in various
ways. In response to letters, materials were received from school
systems that have instituted a sex education program. A wealth of
material was received from the Sex Infonnation and Education Council of
The United States, as well as, from the Kansas State Department of
Health. Infonnation was obtained from a committee of teachers in the
Unified District ii^383, which is currently studying a program of sex
education to initiate into the Manhattan schools. Psychology and
developmental books, as well as periodicals, were gleaned from the
libraries of Kansas State University.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
S«K education-^The definition being used is by Dr. Fbry S.
Caldetone. "Sex education is NOT telling children how babies are bom.
It is not reproduction, and it is not coitus, although both are part of
it. Sex is lAat it is to be a man or a woman." "It is an emotional
and mental development continuing from the moment of birth until the
end of life, through which the individual develops his sexuality m»
part of his total personality."
5
Leonard Gross, "Sex Education Comes of Age," Look (torch 8.
1966), p. 21.
6
"Today's Children and Sex," Chamzing Jjm^f (June, 1966), p. 8.
GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF FAMILY LIFE AND SKi EDUCATION
1. To understand the meaning and significance o£ marriage, parenthood^
and £a0lly life, so they can help strengthen the family as ths
basic social unit of democratic life.
2. To sake affection, sex, and love constructive rather than
destructive forces in modem life.
3* To develop feelings of self-identity and self-vorth, respect for
others, and ooral responsibility as an integral part of their
personality and character developmttnt, so they can perceive their
roles as marriage partners, as parents, and as mature adults In
our society. (Especially needed by fatherless and motherless boys
and girls.)
4. To understand and appreciate the sexual side of huaan nature, so
that their ovm psychosexual development may occur as normally and
healthfully as possible, without feelings of indecency, embarrass-
ment or undue guilt.
5. To learn that human sexual behavior is not merely a personal and
private matter but has Important social, moral, and religious
implications.
6. To realize that the Golden Rule also applies in sexual matters,
based upon the ethical principle that: no one has a right to
harm another by using him or her exploitatively as a sexual object.
7. To learn about the dangers of illicit sexual behavior; and that
boys and girls do not have to engage in heavy petting or premarital
sexual intercourse to make friends, be popular, get dates, or to
prove their love and affection to each other.
8. To emphasize the case for premarital chastity as the sexual standard
approved by our society because chastity provides a positive goal
for t€en-agers, linking human sexual behavior with love, marriage,
parenthood, and family life and because of the individual, family,
and CMBmunity problems associated with premarital or extrsmarital
sexual relations.
9. To open ehamtelt of eoanunleatlon betvc«i children and their
parents, teachers and counselors, and religious leaders concerning
the meaning, significance, and potential values of sex and mating
in human life, so tliat students will iind it easier to seek infor-
mation from reliable sources rather than rely on "hearsay," "gutter
talk," or misconceptions; and so they will be able to discuss with
openness and without embarrassfflent the problene of growing up
••xually* while realizing that this Is only one aspect of becoming
a mature nan or wonan.
10. To understand that boy-girl and man-«oman relationships of the
right kind can add to their enjoyment and give meaning to their
lives and that those of the wrong kind can result In a distorted
attitude toward sex, love, and affection that may lead to undesir-
able consenuoices for the Individuals involved and for society.
11. To understand the basic anatomy and physiology of the male and
feaiale reproductive systeius &nd human reproduction; and the rela-
tionship of human mating to mutual love and affection expressed
In marriage, parenthood, and family life.
12. lb develop a healthy, wholesome attitude toward sex in human
beings, including respect for their own bodies as an integral part
of their personality, with knowledge of and respect for all body
parts and their normal functions In ouMun niatlng, rcqproduction, and
family life.
13. To appreciate the significance of the sexual differences in boys
and girls and the male and ftaoale sexual roles in our society, as
related to wholesome boy-girl relationships and marrieige, parent-
hood, and family life.
14. To develop a functional graded vocabulary, acquire a knowledge of
key facts and basic concepts, develop wholesome attitudes and
practices, and acquire skill in the critical analysis of basic
problems and issues in sex education; and for students to bring
Information to their parents which the adults thesselves nay need
and want.
13. To understand how to deal with personal sexual problems such as
menstruation, nocturnal vilssions, masturbation, petting, and
personal hygiene.
16. To learn about the legal and ethical aspects of abortion, con-
traceptives, venereal disease control, marriage, divorce, broken
hoaes and family disintegration, illegitimate children, porno-
graphy and obscenity, and sexual behavior.
17. To understand the key facts and basic concepts of human genetics
as related to parenthood and family life; and where and how to
secure 'genetic counseling" If and when needed.
16. To learn the key facts and basic concepts about venereal disease;
and the role of teen-agers and young adults in the prevention and
control of these important cooioiunicable diseases.
19. To unUarsUmd human pregnancy and the birth process; the need £or
good medical and public h«alth care of mother and child before,
during, and after birth; the care and rearing o£ sotall children;
and the perooiMl and social significance o£ the feaily in iaouem
times*
20. To learn about the potential dangers of the world population
explosion, and the need for an intelligent consideration of the
basic issues of population growth as related to human health and
welfare.
21. To consider critically tl^e pros and cons of teen^^agers going steady
versus going "steadily" as related to sexual behavior and as a
preparation for mate selection and tuarriagu*
22. To understand coore fully and deeply the significance, in our
society and other societies, of boy-girl relationships, dating,
courtship, and eagagsotent as related to fflarriage, parenthood and
family life.
23. To realise that there are important major differences, as well M
soBtt siailarities, between sex and sexual bdtiavlor in animals as
eooq^red with man.
24. To understand the differences between love and infatuation and
Inuature versus mature romantic love; to identify and appreciate
the traits of a prospective husband or wife, which are most apt
to make for a wliulesoue, healthy, and happy mrriage.
23. To learn how to develop and maintain as their own positive stan-
dards of behavior based upon the progressive acceptance of aoral
responsibility for their own sexual behavior as it affects others
as well as themselves.
26. To see clearly that progressive acceptance of responsibility for
making wise decisions and ux>ral choices in sexual matters requires
ma understanding of relevant facts, standards and values, alter-
natives and their consequences, as related to long-range as well
as to immediate desires and goals.
27. To eliminate fears and anxieties relative to individual sexual
development and adjustments.
Ray Page, Superintendent, "B3licy Statement on Fanily Life and
Sex Education," Issued by The Office of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction, State of Illinois (March, 1967), pp. 19-22. (The author
ade some revisions and additions to these general objectives.)
•secondary schools which have a sex education program have
shown a decrease in pregnancies among high school girls. However, some
authorities said that this was not the raain purpose of teaching sex.
They said that society should not expect sex education to solve moral
problems that are really a part o£ society. The main purpose was to
help the student understand himself so he would have a happier and
better adjusted life.
If these objectives were met in a schools sex education currlcu-
luffit it would help to promote the development of comprehensive and
wholasoae attitudes about family life and sax.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
SRIMARY GRADES
Kindergarten and grade one.
Aims.
1. Know sex differences between girls and boys.
2. Give direction toward male or female role in adult life.
3. Loam correct names for body parts and terms concerned with elimina-
tion*
4. Understand that human baby develops inside body of mother.
5. Ibiderstand bai^ gets milk fxom mother's breast by nursing,
6. Appreciate that there are good body feelings.
7. Learn to recognize signs of love and devotion within family.
8. Develop idea of continuity of living things.
9. Understand egg cell is boaic to nsw life.
10* Learn that some animals hatch from eggs and others develop inside
body of mother until birth.
11. Appreciate wonder of human body.
12. Develop sense o£ responsibility for own body.
13. Appreciate efforts of mother and father for family m«iib«n.
14. Recognize influence of emotions on body health.
15. Every person desires privacy at some time.
There must be a general rendlness by the teacher to ansver all
questions pertaining to growth and development, reproduction and family
living, in accurate terms and at the level at which a child is able to
understand.
In kindergarten and grade one, as veil as the other grade levels,
the teacher tdll find that the children poMMt various dagrMS of
information pertaining to sex and reproduction. Some children will
have older brothers or sisters who have supplied then with a certain
amount of sex information. Too, there will be a wide range of socio-
economic levels in the class, along with a variance in the amount of
information that has been presented by the parents.
Children of this age have a natural curiosity about their bodies,
and the difference in the tvn sexes. "We should teach basic external
genital anatomy in conjunction with the time of self-exploration, before
Q
concepts of obscenity and false modesty have bften allowed to develop."
g
James P. Sannens, "What the Schools Can and Should Teach in a
Program of Family Life Education," Ob Gvn. Vol. 28, tto. 3 (Novflmber,
1966), p. 724.
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For Instance, after explaining proper terminology such as liquid waste
is called urine and the solid waste is called a bowel movement, the
teacher might take the kindergarten class into the boys and girls bath->
XDOMS and explain that there are urinals in the boys bathroom, £ind boys
can stand in front of them to urinate. Since girls have a special open-
ing between their legs that the urine passes out of their body, they
must sit down on the toilet seat*
The concept that a baby develops inside the mother's body, and
the concept that the father plays a role in reproduction can be shown
by having a family of hamsters, kittens, or mice. Care must be exer-
cised in such projects, however, because sometimes these aniiMls will
eat their young. Obviously, care should be taken to prevent this from
happening, and if it would happtn, have some reacfy e]q>lanations.
Interest in the sex organs is said to develop at the fourth or
fifth year. "The child obtains great pleasure, it is claimed, by play-
g
Ing with and exposing the sex organs." Geddes said:
Exhibitionism in pre-scbool children is very concion; such
children are preoccupied with the differences in their own sex
organs and those of persons of the opposite sex. . . . When
preadolescent boys were involved, genital exhibit occurred in
ninety-nine percent.^''
The teacher can aid growth toward culturally appzcipriate sex
9
^k>nnan L. Minn, jQifi ^vgitftj^gn &Qii ^£Bfi£k Ol Human Behavior
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1955), p. 467.
10
Donald Porter Geddes. ^ ADAIXSU sl £1^^ Si^atO. ISSQSiSL fia
^'^•fl ftfitTfUl'T la Jbb£ SiSSaSl Male aM gamale (New York: £. P. Dutton
U Co., Inc., 1934), p. 167.
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xoles by stressing pride in one's sex. In today's world, this is more
difficult than In years past, because voraen are competing vjlth men in
various professions. Thompson said: «
Nsivertheless, the cultural donand Is still important and ever
present. The "fecainine" man end the "masculine" woroan are often
ridiculed and rejected by their peers. Sissy and tomboy remain as
derogratory labels in the child's world. * * . By the sixth y«sr
almost 30 per cent of the children were still making genital
errors in responding to pictures of nude adults and children.
Girls made fewer errors in discriminating between the sexes than
boys, probably reflecting their greater social awareness. ^^
The results of this study showed that there is a need to stress aware-
ness of differences in the male and female, and to stress an appropriate
sex role*
Second and Third Grade.
Alms.
1. Leam that the gestation period varies with different animals.
2. Understand that the egg cell does not d«velop into % b«by by
itself—role of father.
3* Leam that some anlaels are bom live through a special opening in
the mother's body.
4. Reoognlstt that growing up brings responsibility*
5. Appreciate importance of mutual love and consideration in family.
6. Understand composition of family does not necessarily deteztnine
happiness of family.
7. Understand that each person's unique heredity is determined at the
moment of fertilization.
George G. Thompson, Chilfi Rivcholoyv (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1962), p. 475.
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8, Observe Influence of heredity in your family.
9. Know that growing up means more than just getting bigger.
10. Develop increasing sense of responsibility to self and family*
11. Understand relationship between a healthy body and Bind.
12. Study life cycles of various anioale. Including huataiui.
At the second and third gnade levels, there would be an expanding
of the information given in the first two years of school plus new
Infonnation with stress on the faoily. At this age group, there is the
development of a dislike for Che opposite sex* "There is at first an
undifferentiated social relationship with the opposite sex until about
the age of eight years, then a rising preference for children of the
«aae sex, until puberty, when heteco-eeacual feelings begin gradually to
develop."
Since the home environment is still the main influence at this
•ge, much •phaeis is placed on the femily. This includes the role that
the £aaily Mabere play in providing love and happlmM* for each other.
The children should understaxui that they bring happiness to their
parents by doing well in school, bringing school work hone to show them,
•baring and playing nice with others, and in general doing what their
parents expect of them.
lB|^a«is would be placect on respecting the individual's own body
as well as the bodies of others. The fact that children grow at
^^ix>uis P. Thorpe, Hi.D., ShLUL fttYfitelggY ao^ ggYSlgPBSBt. (Mew
York: The Ronald Press Company, 1946), p. 392.
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different ratM should help the small children In the class understand
that they shouldn't feel bad because they are small. Thorpe said:
Society has adopted certain attitudes toward physical
characteristics In both the male and the iea&le that place a
definite handicap on children who cannot measure up to them.
The homely girl, the fat boy, the "skinny" youth, and the "runt**
all feel the stlgna of Inferiority, and are thus likely to acquire
•octal attltudet suggestive of their reseQtBeat.^^
There would be a continuance of the teaching of good health
habits, this includes the relationship of proper rest and diet to the
overall feeling of the body, alertness, ability to achieve, and Informao
tlon how food and nutrition, sleep, exercise and being loved influence
growth. There would also be a discussion of how feelings effect think-
ing and thinking effects feelings, and of so-called "upset stomach" or
"headaches" as a result of feelings*
INTERMEDIATE GRADES
Fourth Grade.
Alms.
1. Learn that certain glands control body growth and developcnent.
2. Recognize importance of protecting vital body parts ftom Injury,
such as during sports.
3. Appreciate miracle of reproduction and maternal care among various
forms of animal life.
4. i^>preclate superiority of brain of man over instinct reaction of
enimals.
^^JiU«t p. 669.
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3. Learn meaning o£ responsible behavior in peer and family groups.
6. Study circulatory and digestive systems and realize their functional
potential is influenced by habits being developed.
ay the time children are in the fourth grade thsy should have a
simple understanding of the reproductive system in relation to other
body systsnt* and b^ ready to go into a de<^er study of various glands
and how they affect body growth and development. H^rer, talking about
genital organs, said: "Little growth occurs during the first nine
14
years and then it accelerates until maturity."
•When children reach the age of eight of ten they as a rule
develop a more definite sense of group unity* This is the age at which
children tend to lose interest in play around the home or with one or
two companions." Since this is a time that great importance is
placed on the peer group, responsible behavior would be talkad about.
This includes respect for the "self" as veil as others, and respect for
other people's property. Discussion would also include the choosing of
frlMKlB and relationships with the people f^io are outside of the "gang**
or '«cll<pie." HlltfMir saids
From common observation, we know that this is the stage above
all others where boys play with boys and girls with girls, when
gangs and clubs and exclusive attachments to one or two members
14
William J. Mqrer, Develoomantal Psychology (New York: The
Center for Applied Research in Education, Inc., 1964), p. 18.
Louis P. Thorpe. Ph.D., Child Pbvcbologv and Development (New
Ybric: The Ronald Press Company, 1946), p. 588.
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of the same sex are coimaon. Sexual activity at this age, there-
fore, is likely to be honx>sexual in nature unless it is masturbao
tion.l^
There would be continuation of discussion of rates of growth for
boys and girls, and differences of growth pattenw between children.
An introduction to heredity, and discussion of multiple births,
and how this phenomena occurs would be appropriate at this time*
Using plastic models of the "visible man and woman," students
would dlsasssBible the models and study the reproductive systea in more
detail. Smamaa said:
The essence of love is incorporated, introducing a second facet
in the seniality of the human. These are the beginnings of dis-
cussions about personal and interpersonal relationships. It is
important to teach hi^w one individual relates to another since man
is only able to r^roduce his own kind v^«3 he is accepted in a
very personal way by another Individual of the opposite sex who
mutually shares his respect and puzpose.^'^
At every grade level there is continuing emphasis on the ^pro-
priate scientific tezms for all parts of the body, and encouragement of
incidental discussion and specific questions.
Fifth and Sixth Grades.
Aims.
1. Learn role of sex glands at puberty and body and emotional changes
they bring.
Seward Hiltner, Sex E^^cs ^nd ^h^ SiJUtSL ^^^ports (New York:
Association Press, 1953), p. 129.
James P. Seomens, "What the Schools Can and Should Teach in a
ftogram of Family Life Education," Ob Gvn. Vol, 28, No. 5 (November,
1966), p. 724.
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2* Understand menstruation occurs as a natural part of a girl's grot^-
ing up,
3i Understand seminal aslssions occur as a natural part of a boy*8
growing up.
4. Learn that although nature readies our bodies for r^roduction at
puberty, several years inore are needed to pr^>are for oiarrlage and
responsibility of parenthood*
5* Discuss importance of f^lesome life attitudes and values as
manifested in responsible behavior,
6, Discuss acc^table and unacceptable vays of shoring esogtions.
Because of the various maturity levels, it was decided to comi~
bine the fifth and sixth grades because this is a time when the teacher
is going to have to use discretion in deciding vhat specific infonnation
the whole class is capable of compreheiKling. These will be, liowever,
come of the concepts that children would have covered by the time they
have completed the sixth grade.
There would be continued « $t\xdy to a greater depth the oi^^ane
and glands of the body, and how growth and maturity are affected by
them. Growth patterns would be discussed. The folloxdng would be an
example:
Although general growth patterns are the same for everyone, eeeh
individual fellows the pattern at his own rate. At some tiice in their
lives, girls are taller than boys, but boys catch up later and usually
become taller than girls. Although some children do not qtov as rapidly
as others, this is not an Indication of any abnonnallty. As a person
grows and develops from a child Into an adult, his changing body require*
additional kinds of care in order to keep functioning at its best.
There would be continuation of the stuc^ of heredity with
17
specific analysis of g«OM and chromosoaM, highlighting interest in
IndivlckMi d«v«lopsMmt.
The endocrine glands would be discussad with infotmatlon that
honaonas are responsible for the changes in appearance that occur as
boys develop into men and girls develop into woaan. Honaones influence
not only a person's growth and physical development but also the way he
feels and bahavas. "At this grade level » reference is made to the
Bsaual glandular changes «^ich are alllad with changes affecting skin»
18
body contour, voice, and hair growth."
The menstrual cycle and the stoxy of raaiatriiation should ba
introduced to girls at their interest level. There seema to ba some
dlsagreaoent on bow much information about manstxuation should be pre-
•aDtad to tba boys* Ma^y schools, now having sax aducation progrsnst
separate the boys and girls whm the menstrual eyela is diseustad. Bow-
aver, it seams to ba desirable to have the boys sit in on at least part
of the infomation about maostruation. Ssmmuis said:
It must ba appraeiated that a certain degree of male awaranaas
in this area is equally important. For the boy, introduction to
the subject avoids the references to female personal t^giene but
covers the changea taking place among bis maturing fooale acquaint-
ances. This orientation is offered to help him understand the
anotlonal and physical problems of the prepubertal faaala. At this
time it is implied that the male will undergo similar changes with
the maturation of his gonads. Boys are told that their tastidaa
will produce certain body secretions and discharges similar to
those of BMQStruation but lacking the cyclic timing of manaaa.^^
"Abearance of pubic hair, enlargement of tha braaata and ineraaaa
^^IblSl*. P» 725.
^
^Ibid .
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In body size occur, on the average, 8.4 raontiis before the first men-
20
strual period." Menetruation should be understood by the girle
because many have started their gxowth spurt* Gesell, Ilg, and Mm
referring to ten year old girls, said the following!
The majority of girls are on the brink of starting their more
r^id height growth within this year, and some light, cbwny pubic
hair appears in a number of girls, but very few have be^un to
MMtxuat* before eleven years. . . . Partly because of their more
sapid sexual (and social) development, girls are nuch more sex-
iware than boys--though less outspoken about it. Girls are less
prone to tell "dirty jokes," with sesc and elimination connota-
tions. 2*
Gesell, Zlg, and Ames said the following atx>ut sixth grade girls:
The great majority of girls have started their period of faster
height growth and nearly a third have reached the most rapid j^iase
of this cycle. Already the average girl has achieved about 90 per
cent of her adult stature and close to 30 per cent of what she
will weigh at age twenty-one. • • . Only a small percentage of
girls start to menstruate in the eleventh year.^'^
Gesell, Ilg, and Ames said this about ten year old boys:
Mai^ boys already know of intercourse, and a large number learn
of It during Year Ten. They are interested in the father's role,
and recognize the possibility that they too will become fathers
MNM day* . • . These are often the boys who are picking up the
•UuV %x>rds, the short words referring to sex and elimination.
Tbtgr are quick to hear tbsm spoken by the older boys and to see
ttMB written on the bathxDosi «mi11s at school. The boys \A3o use
these words often do so without knowing their meaning, however.
20
Donald Barter Geddes, ^ ^^iypif p^ j^ Kinaev ^en^rta pp
Ittiftl Mftvjt9r la ibfi &ma, Ma aaA imalsk (!<«» ^rt^: £• ?• outton
& Ck>., Inc., 1954), p. 167.
21
Arnold Gesell, Frances L. Ilg, and Louise Bates Ames, Ji2U;tibL
Ikft SMQU. ilBk lift JB. SiKteen (New York, £vaaston, sad londoa: Harper
& Row, Publishers, 1956), p. 43.
22
JLkiii** PP* 73-76
•
, .. It^:
19
and may be quite shocked when they are Informed what they are
•aying,^
"Masturiaation is a phenomenon known to many boys and eitperimented
24
vith, casually or more purposefully* by perhaps, half." Masturbation*
although it is much more prevalent in the teens would be dealt with at
this ege level since half of the boys are eBgaged in its practice*
Probably the greatest thing that would be accomplished is doing away
ifith the many myths and fallacies that are attached to masturbating.
Znfonaing the studeote that it is nozoal aod healthy to be curious about
the bo^ and its tiorltlngs, but at the eaoe tine not treating it so
casually that they think it is something that they are supposed to do*
The fifth and sixth grades would be * good tloe to makm use of
the many excellent films that are available on body growth, adolescence,
and reproduction*
JUNIOR UIGU
Seventh Grade.
Aims.
I* Learn about bacteria end diseases, accidents and how to care for
injuries*
2* Learn about adolescent conditions such as acne, obesity, etc.
3* Discuss problsoe eeeooiated with aloobol, dnige, and •noking.
4. Discussion of their own appearance and good grooming*
^^itoLl.. p. 46* ^^Ifeii*. p. 78.
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5* Discussion of personality problems end boy-girl relationships,
itating and its responsibilities.
6* Responsibilities o£ being grown up.
Vben students enter the Junior high a problem is present as far
as presenting sex infotmation. No longer aire the children in a self
contained classzoom, so it in important that all teachers be familiar
with the importance of growth and development, sex education aad 6«k
information for students. Courses in English, math, science, biology
and other areas, may be structured to enhance and increase this learn-
ing, but, in addition, a sequential course should be developed in health
education in order to be sure of a class where specific material aay be
scheduled.
There needs to be oore attention given to menstruation in the
seventh gcade, and a willingneas on the teachers' part to answar fuaa*
tions pertaining to m^istiuation. Most girls, by Che end of this year
are likely to experience menstruation and will have questions that they
hadn't thought of before. "Observational data sunmarized by Shuttle-
worth show that the average age at which oenstruation occurs in the
25t^ite population of the United States is around 13 years," Gesall,
Xlg, and Araes said:
A stronger interest is now centered in menstruation. A few
girls are still having real difficulty in uecooing emotionally
raady for this new biological event, which they see as a threat
and disruption in their lives. , . . They need to be taught about
the disposal of the napkins and checked in case th^ forget. And
th^ need to understand \A,y fastidious care is ia|iortant, ev«i to
25
Norman L. Minn, Hift ^luttgR atttL SuSmSk g£ aiBfla MmlOi.
(Bostont Houghton »fif£lin Company, 1935), p. 485.
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the use of deodorants^ so they won't bring their condition to the
attention of their classmates. ^^
In the area concerning heredity* the problem of congoiital nial-
foxmations and hov th^ occur, would be introduced. EUpils 1iAk> are
faalliar vith such pxobl«as in their own and other families, can begin
to get a laore adequate concept of this entity. Through this scientific
•l^ioach, attitudes of understanding and coi^taseion can be established*
Development of the prejudices often shown to the handicapped child or
to the family who has such a child may be avoided.
In the area of developaent, i^qpeatance, and possible personal
probletDS, Gesell, Ilg, and Ames made the following statcraents which
will give the reader some insight to boys of tbia age.
There is a wider range of dlffertiMts in rate of physical
growth among 12-^ear-old boys than Mwng 10- or 11-year olds.
... An increased growth of both penis and scrotum is noticable
in many. . . . The blossom o£ the puberal fat period may come
Into full flower only at twelve. , . . Boys are l>ecoming more
interested in sex than they were. . . . Twelve is relatively leas
Interested in the sex activity of grown-ups and more absorbed in
his own sex interests. He has usually learned about (though not
e:q>erienced> ejaculation. . . . Masturbation is usually a part of
Twelve's knowledge or experience, if not of his vocabulary, and Is
engaged in with frequ«iey by many.
. . . Ses is really interesting
to Twelve, and he tends less to thinlt of it as diity tluin he did
earlier. He wants infonnation and he wants to be set straight.
. . . Twelve-year-old boys often have bull sessions to discuss
matters ratbsr freely, at least as far as tb« jpoolsd koovl«dg«
of the group will pettBlt.27
9f students being awtare of, and b«iQg able to discuss soina of
26
Arnold Gesell, Frances L. Ilg, and Louise Bat^ Aaes, Yyuth
£bt SaaJOL iSSSL Zsa is. sixteen (New York, Evanston, and London: Harper
k Kov, fUblishsES, 1956), p. 113,
^'^ikid.t pp. 114-115.
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the above ctatementa, it could possibly save some frustration on their
pert. For instance, many boys who ^cperience puberal £at might endure
it better i£ be had the understanding that this was a natural pbenome~
noni and vas only twqiorary. Too, one can iauigine the amount of mis-
Information that would be passed along in a discussion of sax by twelve
year olds*
Eighth Grade.
Aims.
1. Discuss r<^>ioduetion system and fertilization of the egg in more
detail.
2. Teach full-tem development of fetus, birth and delivery.
3. Elaboration on male and female roles in society, as parents, as
workers and as citizens.
4. fioy-girl relations and proper social b^iavior.
fioae students may have the idea by this tiue that Qeat relations
only take place between a man and a woman when they want to have a
baby, or they may associate menstruation with "heat" in anioals, and
think that a woman can become pregnant only during menstruation, ntus,
there needs to be detailed teaching about the total reprt>duction system
and fertilization, too there needs to be an association of marital love
and sexual intercourse*
Probably at every grade level adults would be shocked at the
amount of sex information (fact or fantasy) that the children are aiware
of. Hilu related the following:
Two years ago some of our eighth graders told a teachei: the^r
were disturbed by the numbers of boys in the eighth grade irtio
23
were using Saran Wrap «• a contrac^tive. The school doctor told
me that this has become a national problem. There is even a
iMdlcal terra for sotne o£ the irritations «ritilch occur this way.^^
litis is probably not the beet age to teach about contrac^tives (ae
will be brought out later in this pap&t)^ bovever, any questions that
might arise in this area should be answtced opsnly and honestly.
There possibly will have to be more information presonted to
girls dealing vrith m«i8truation, however, not as much as in previous
grades, "tiost girls have menstruated before their fourteenth birthday,
and the average 13«^ear-old has achieved 93 per cait of her mature
height. The secondary sex characteristics of breasts and body hair are
29
developing steadily but slowly."
There are many definite changes taking place in the thirteen-
year old boy, "For the middle group of boys this is a period of rapid
growth of genitalia. FUbic hair and axillacy hair appear in about two-
thirds. Boys are isore concerned with their height at this time, tduireas
girls are less concerned, since the discrepancy in the heights of the
30
two sexes is less marked." It is very possible that girls in the
sixth aad sswenth grades feel quite unessy b^ng around boys their own
age because th^ were usually taller, and very self-conscious about it.
Virginia Hilu, Ssak fi^fiftMAB 6Sd J^tt SS&Balfi. <New Vbrk, Evans-
ton, and London: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1967), p. 103.
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Arnold Gesell, Frances L. Ilg, and Louise Bates Ames, ^^^
jUUI JCgfl^g. ££(^ XSQ J^ p^p:!;^^;^ (New York, Evanston, and London: iktrper
tt Row, Publishers, 1936), p. 148,
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Munn related the following pertaining to the onset of adolescence
In boys.
Kinsey regards the time of the first ejaculation as the most
significant single event marking the onset of adoleecmee in boys.
Thtt snst extensive data available at present are those based upon
Mwry as reported by Kinsey. According to data fma the whole
•aaqple of over three thousand cases » the average age is a little
under 14, ^^
It seems eminent that an understanding of the boy»s bo<ty, needs to b«
discussed again at this grade level. Especially the natural development
that is going on that the boy may be embarrassed about, such as sssilnal
ealssions, and possibly the need to shave.
It seems that some dating takes place in our society at the
eighth grade level, thus some time would be spent discussing such things
as dating and related pcoblema, social behavior, etiquette, and boy-girl
relations in general.
Hinth Grade,
Aims.
1. Continuance of discussion of reproduction.
2. Discussion of a person's esuallty (temal feelings and tssotions).
3. Discussion of values, societies acceptance and rejection, reputa-
tions,
4. More discussion of dating and boy^irl relations.
5. Importance of the family and getting along within the family.
Reproduction at this grade level could consist in part, of the
^^Norman L. ^irnn, JJas. ^VglUtt^n flOSL SSSSth StL SiimSk fi^YtPf
(Boston: Houghton >flfflln Company, 1953), p. 486.
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showing of movies find filra strips that were viewed in earlier grades.
Ibssibly films that were presented as far back as the sixth grade. It
is likely that these would be viewed in a differott light than earlier,
and both »mtm would respond with oany questions that didn't occur in
flM prifVtous fVAdM*
An extremely important area to introduce at this grade level (it
is probably one of the most difficult areas to discuss) is t^t soaa
refer to as a person's sexuality. In other words, the inner feelings
that a boy or girl has when they hold hands with their girlfriend or
boyfriend. Bsssibly they feel like their stomach does a flip v^en a
certain boy or girl walks past or ev^i looks at them. The important
thing is to try to have them realize that these feelings are natural,
end that a girl, for instance, should not feel guilty or get a complex
if she feels wan all over the first time a boy kisses her. Gesell,
Ug, and Ames said:
Girls may now feel an actual physical involvanent in their
response to boya* A 14-year-old girl may r^xtrt feeling as
though she were "falling apart" or "turning inside out" in the
strength of har feeling. Theae faalings may be confusing to
Fourteen, who has trouble grasping the nature and origin of thaaa
emerging but unpattemed sensations. ^^
Gasell, Ilg, and Ames made these statements about fourteen year
old boys.
At fourteen the size increase in most boys is quite marked.
This is the period of most rapid height growth for the greatest
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Arnold Geeell, Frances L. Ilg, and Louise Bates Ames, Yout^i
jUtt HMUOL IJSa Xsa is. sixteen (Mew York, Evanston, and London: ijarper
<t Row, Publishers, 1956), p. 184.
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number of boys* . . . The adolescent fat period is a thing of the
past for most of the boys who showed this at all. . . . The g«nltai
developments already visible at thirteen are quite advanced In many
FourtMHM. By the end of the fourteenth year, a large majority of
boys will have experienced ejaculation, in one situation or another.
£y far the most caunon source of this first ejaculation is oasturba-
tlon, a phenomenon that most boys have known about and a majority
have experimented with since age eleven. . . . Nocturnal emissions
may begin to occur in the period just before fourteen, though many
boys do not experience these until late adolescence. Boys rMpond
quite differently to the experience. Fortunately, nowadays more
boys are Infozned about their possible occurrence, and are 1ms
likely to be disturbed by them, but even so some feel ashamsd and
hide their pajamas, while others take It naturally as a part of
life.^3
Boys seem to be much more inquisitive about Individual sex
developmentt the physiology and functioning of th« sex parts, and Inters
course than they were at earlier ages. "Such topics as birth control,
34
venereal disease, prostitution, and homosexuality are also raised."
i^estions should definitely be answered in these areas, but detailed
information should probably come at a later grade.
"Fourteens are trying to find their own way, to clarify for
35themselves how they feel, and to decide what paths are bMt for tham."
Certainly the schools, along trith other institutions, have to present
Adequate infomation to the students so they will have Information that
will assist them in detetoining their own values. Most will sgree
today that it is almost impossible to cram moral values down the throats
of teenagers, who will si^>ly not aec^t it. Thus, it is one's duty to
present information which would influence the minds of this S(# gn>up,
and hope that it vK>uld result in establishing proper values. A eass in
^^IIM.. pp. 184-185. ^Ibtd.. p. 185, ^^Ibid.
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point Is the Idea that a girl must be sexually free with herself to be
popular. To illustrate this, the following was an interview with a high
school boy. V
She'a a pretty big wheel. It's been backfiring on her lately.
She's losing out fast. A lot of kids don't like her. See. she**
supposed to be a real nice girl. Well, I had her out about six
flK>nths ago.. .And she proved to be not a very nice girl at all.
See, she went with this kid, —-; when he wae a senior, she was a
fr«sfaBan-~he graduated. And she'd be«i stepping out on him with
different guys. So 1 took her out, and she didn't turn out to be
so nice at all. She's pretty free with herself.
And so I guess the next day, she thought, "Well, here I went
ahaad and did that \^.th him, and everything, and I shouldn't have
done that, because I'm a big wheel." So she wouldn't speak to me
the next day. So this kid cane up to me, and she must have said
aofflething to him, because he said, "Say, I see you were out with—,'
And 1 said, "That's right," and he said, "Well, how'd you do with
her?" And I said, "Well, I did pretty good," I says, "I'm not
going to say." So he runs right to her and tells her just what
I said. She thought that I Just wouldn't tell anybody. And the
only thing 1 said was tliat I did all right with her, I didn't
imply that I did ai^thing to her, or aiq^thlng like that.
And so she came back and she got real mad at me. fiut I
didn't say nothing to her, and I said, "Well, I didn't say one
thing about you* Th«y asked me about that, I said I %m» out with
her, and I did all right, I had a good time. And you can take
that any way you vent." And so I told her, "If you can find any-
body that wants to go back on that..." Oh, she got mad. So she
was mad about that for a while. Boy, I'm telling you, she sure
surprised ne; I thought she would be a girl that was really on
the ball, and that was really something. And when I got her out,
I i«« so disappointed, because it was just—vety simple.
And I came home that night, and I vent in to wash my face and
brush my teeth, and you know that makeup they wear, that pancake
makeup? I had that makeup in the comer of my mouth, and every*
thing. That did it vTlth rae—I've never had any Interest in her
ever since then. But like I said, she is slowly fading out of the
picture, because they are really starting to catch up with her.^^
Janes 8. ColMan, Ilifi ^\dff;sii,fii3nt SOitMSL ^^^ ^^^' ^^ ^>^ea
Press, 1961), pp. 121-122.
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Col«MUi'& cooBuents about this interviev; were:
tlhan this girl's reputation was put in Jaopardy by her freedom
with this boy, she did everything she could to maintain It: first,
not speaking to him the next day, in an attempt to rtt~*8tablish
ever bin the power she Iiad before being too free the night before;
and then reacting angrily when this was made public. His reaction
was one of lessened Interest, because the fruits timt he had ••«
M inaccessible were too easily obtained.
This is an example of the double standard at votk in dear-^ut
terms. The boy is the pursuer, the girl is the pursued. If she
fails tc witlUiold anything he seelus, tha cause for pursuit is gpna*
Thus, it becomes crucial for her status personally and for the
raaintenance c£ the system it£;olf for her to be selective and dls**
pense favors with extreme care. If not, the culture is threatened
by her pliilanthropy, and punishes her by ''ruining her reputation"
and taking away her status.^^
The idea of dating a wide variety of personalities would be Intro*
duced in the ninth grade. Since dating Is a process of mate selectloni
"From the broadest, most telle perspective It Is clearly a device for
38
mate selection," the more people dated, the better idea one will have
of the type of personality that one would eventually like to marry,
SENIOR HIGH
Tenth Grade.
1. Continuance of dating and boy-girl relations*
2, Teachiog of mental sod fmotional health and the understanding of
the Individual,
^^Ikiil*. p. 122.
38
Elisabeth Ix>uvan and Joseph Adelson, Jjjjt Adolescent Exner^encf
(K«w York, London, Sydney: John Wll^ i» Sons, Inc., 1966), p. 203.
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3. Understanding the power of the eex drive.
4. Continuance of stress on values*
Some basic psychology would be taught at the tenth grade Isfvel,
This not only will help the student understand bloselft but will aake
it easier for him to understand the actions and reactions of others with
trfsMi he cooMS in contact. It would be well too, to include respect of
those who have authority over then* "Allied with the struggle for
emancipation from adult control is the strong hold which the peer group
39
comes to have over most adolescents.'' Group behavior should be dis-
cussed* as well as things that are important in choosing friofids.
There is little change going on in the bodies of fifteen year
olds, most are physically mature. "Fifteen brings no new or dramatic
changes to the physique of most girls, for niost o£ the physical maturity
40
characteristics have already appeared." "By fifteen the average boy
41
has achieved about 95 per cent of his adult height.*'
In the area of dating; going »tttdf, •ngagenent, and sex manner*
and morals would be discussed. Students should understand that soci-
eties and cultures vary widely in what they expect and denand of people,
but in no society has sex conduct ever been regarded as a strictly
39Noman L. Minn, XliS. fiWiuUgn filKl gffPWth Sl SmaSk
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1955), p. 492.
40
Arnold Geeell, Frances L. Ilg, and Louise Bates Ames, Youth
iiUL JdflUS. fgp^ ISSL in. Sixteen (New York, Evanston, and London: Harper
& Row, Publishers, 1956), p. 223.
^^
Ibid, . p. 224.
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private affair. In every society studied sex conduct is regulated M
part of the total social system and absolute promiscuity has nev«r becm
encouraged or supported by the moral codes. In America we live in a
culture that approves of the companionship of aexes, socially and intel-
lectually, but restricts sexual intimacies to married couples. The area
of morals is a very touchy one, however it is felt that informing stu-
dents of vbat society expects oa aec<q>table •«xual bdbavlor Is not
taaehlniK aorals. It is simply giving them ammunition tAiich will set
th«lr own moral values and standards. Surely there are some young people
in our society who do not know, for instance, 8<»uftl relations before
arrlage or Incest is considered to be wrong by our society.
Students must have an understanding of their sex drive fay the
••middle teens," At this age they will be foimulatlng value decisions
that will be regulating them for the rest of their lives. •Sexual
42
activities are at their highest peak during the 'teen' years." This
•tateaent utts backed by Gesell, Ilg, and Ames: "Masturbation apparently
43
tends to increase somewhat in frequency at age fifteen." This Is all
the more reason that Infomation must be given to the students so they
ean foxoulate their own standards.
42
William J. Meyer, j^fiiffBnmnWil P»veholoav (Hew &rk: The
Center for Applied Research in Education, Inc., 1964), p. 19*
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Arnold Geeell, Frances L. Ilg, and Louise Bates AoMM, J£QU£b.
the Xf^ry ^rqfa y^^i jpp Sixteen (New York, Evanston, and London: Harper
& Row, Fublishexe, 1956), p. 224.
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Eleventh Grade.
Alms.
1. Discussion of love.
2. Discussion of marriage.
3. Teaching about venereal diseejie.
4. Discussion of the sexual bdtiavior in the United States.
Some things that would be brought out about love would include,
love vs. infatuation* some cotODnon misconceptions about love, and the
idea that we develop the capacity tc love gradually through years of
interaction with other people*
Regarding marriage, such things as choosing a aarriag* pcxtner,
what nakes a successful marriage, and legal requiresents should b*
discussed. In general students should be influenced to realise the many
{actors that must be considered prior to marriage. One should be aware
of the fact that they alone do not choose a marriage partner. Barents
approving of wbom a young person dates has a definite influence on
•electing their future marriage partner. Also, society with its endo-
gemeus and egogaaous rules is a detecuiining factor on %^)om one should
or should not marry.
It was found that students (as well as atkilts) are quite ignorant
about venereal disease. Probably due to its mode of transmission it
simply is not talked about. Some of the areas that should be discussed
in detail include, why the Increase in venereal disease, syphilis,
gonorrhea, effect on marriage, and effect on babies. Students should
be aware of the new problem areas in the spread of venereal disease.
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that l6 honjosexuals and teenagers, ^Jany students are surprised to
learn that homosexuals can have venereal disease and pass It on to
others In their homosexual activities. "Syphilis and aonorrhea are the
oost widespread conmunicable diaaasM in Aoierica today. Ibre than half
(56X) of the new infections are incurred by teen-^gers and young
44
adults, 1300 a day, nearly one a minute." It was found too, that
atudents are vary thankful for information about venereal disease.
Ptobably the beet source for discussion of sexual b^iavior is
still the Kinsey Report. Kinsey has many statistics on such things as
premarital Intercourse, extramarital intercourse, •» vail as other areas
that the students wuld find quite informative. This topic area would
be a good time to discuss illegitimate births and their yearly increase.
Students sliould be aware of and given a chance to discuss the four
•exual codes that operate in our society; the single reetJ-ictive stan-
dard, the double standard, pemisuiveness with affection, and the fully
permissive code. Again Kins^ would be helpful in providing statistics
tliat shcni7 the double standard, the girls will probably be quite sur-
priaad to leaxn that many females in the United States accept the doubla
standard. "For axaoipl*, Klna^ found that about half of tb« man in his
study, but about three-fourths of the wom«i, were willing to otarxy non-
45
wtifiaat" "In their study of engaged ojuples Burgees and Wallin found
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I'tatlianiel Shafer, M.D., "Venereal Disease" Plaque of Our
Atomic Age," Today's Health (September, 1963), p. 92.
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William r. Kenkel, JJia EmidS. i£L P^fgPOTttYt (N«w York: Apple-
ton-Century-Crofts, Division of Meredith Riblishing Coopaity, 1966), p.
292.
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that tifice M Mttiy men as women £elt that a single act of adultery on
46
the part of one's spouse would be basis for divorce."
Twelfth Grade.
Aims.
1. Continue discussion of marriage.
2. A thorough study of divorce.
3. Discussion of the chlldbearlng function of the family and the
function of socialization.
4. Evaluation of the total sex education program.
At the tv«lfth grade level the students would find it Int^rMt-
ing and infomative to study the history of marriage. Starting with
theories about marriage prior to recorded history* such as the theory of
original promiscuity as opposed to the theory of original pair marriage.
Then, studying selected societies, such as the ancient Hebrew family and
the ancient Roman family, and comparing practices and customs to our own
society today. For contrast it would be valuable to study an illiterate
society such as the Trobriand Islanders. Students will be quite amazed
at the marriage practices and sexual freedom of this society compared to
other societies. Next could be a study of our colonial society, the Mew
England society probably being the most interesting, followed by study
and discussion of our present day society.
A very controversial subject that needs to b« diseussod, but
isn't in most sex education programs, is that of contraceqptives. "At
46
Ibid ., p. 293.
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tb* as* of seventeen, studenCs need tx> be given accurate, detailed
contraceptive knowledge. Sixteen or seventeen may be too late in so»e
•ebools." The issue o£ contraceptives being taught In the schools
will not be dealt with in this paper, however, it is an area that much
thought should be given to by parents, educators, and society.
Divorce would be discussed in its entirety, including causes,
effects, legal aspects, problsna after the divorce, and remarriage.
Hast people are not aware of the fact that more divorce occur in the
lover socio-economic class than In the upper socio-economic class.
"Regardless of the measure of status, the general trend is the lover
48
the •oelO'-econoniie status, the more divorce." But, vb&n one exanioaa
the things that the lower class have going against than, it is easier
to understand why the lover class have more marital pxoblsas and more
divorces. "Mental illness, infant mortality, and conviction of crime
are three types of crises more prevalent at lower socio-economic levels
49
than at others.*' *'Chronic illness, industrial accidents, and some
types of physical diaeaaea further tend to harass the already over-
50
bumtanad lowar elasses." "Texman discovered that insufficient income
was the most fraqu«ntly mentioned grievance of both husbands and wives
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in his sample." Teen-age marrlago should be discussed at this time,
because many of tbo hardships which plague the lower class would apply
to married "tftens." "In addition, Haxmsworth and Minnls found that a
MB^le o£ lawyers considered financial pixiblems as tlie aost frequent
real cause of divorce, regardless of the statutory grounds used in the
52
cases,"
In the childbearing phase of discussion it is important to use
statistics showing the birth rate in the lft>lted States, and point out
how and why It has changed over the years. Students should also learn
about fertility differoitials, consideiing socio-econonlc status,
rural-urban, race, and religious effects on the fertility rate. The
lower class tends to have larger faisilies than the upper class* "In
general, it was found that occupational and economic status were
S3
inversely related to fertility," The world population explosion
would also be a good topic for discussion at this time*
Student interest may not be too high in socialization and rearing
of children, but discussing extreme cases such as fer&ls end isolates,
will twnd to stimulate students to inveetigate the socialization process
further. Probably, one would not want to dv«ll a great deal on the
ehildrearing function of the family. However, it might be well to point
out how ehildrearing practices have changed over the years in this
country, and impress upon the students that it is not too early to give
consideration to values that would likely be instilled in their own
^^
Ibid .. p. 314. ^^Ibid . ^^Ibid . . pp. 205-206.
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children.
It would be good at the senior level t» have students evaluate
the overall sex education program. From etu^lfig this evaluation,
possibly additions or depletions could be made to the sex education
curriculum, or perhaps something that vas offered in the twelfth grade
should be offered in the eleventh grade. The studoits theraselves &f
probably the best judge of \Aether or not the sex education program is
doing the job that it is supposed to. Hilu said:
The ultimate goal, to whose attainnent sex education must mdce
a crucial contribution. Is (like that of all sound and comprehwa-
sive teaching) the achievement of a better life—more satisfying
to individual and society alike. Ihe purpose is not, as some
opponents to sex education have charged, to incite«-K)r even to
aid and abet—« sexual revolution, but rather to come to a better
understanding of biology and morality, of physiology and emotions,
of reality and tDmanticlsm,^
S!J}»tARY
In this report the author examined scwne developmental stages and
levels of maturity of students grades kindergartai through twelve, and
tried to determine what concepts of sex education should be taught at
the various grade levels.
Concepts that are considered important to teach and discuss in
the primary grades are:
1. Establish proper terminology in reference to the bodty.
2. Be able to discuss with frankness and lack of cmbamMUPM»nt the
^Virginia Hilu, §^ MifiAKiSA «Ul ih& ^S^ffiSlS. (^e^ "iork,
Evanston, and London: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1967), p. xv.
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probloms that children face, growing up and living In a 8«c-
oriented world.
3. Help each child develop a wholesome attitude toward sex.
4. Children should understand the sex differences of boys and girls.
5. Each child should be a good family member, with loyalty, love, and
appreciation of his family.
6. Give correct and understandable answers to his questions on
reproduction.
/ Some concepts that are important at the intermediate grade level
are:
1. To continually stress a vholestMae attitude Coimrd sftx.
2. To develop respect for social customs, and deepen family loyaltlM*
3. Students should have an understanding of the scientific vocabulary
for discussion of reproduction.
4. Preadolescents must understand the changes that are and will b«
taking place in their bodies.
5. Students should develop a mature attitude toward sex, and respect
the miracle of life.
6. Students should understand growth and how it Is tied into physiology
and inheritance.
Cone^ts that are Important at the junior high level are:
1. The continuance of a wholescxne and mature attitude toward sex.
2. Students sliould have a scientific back^xound and the voeabulazy
for dignified discussion of sex*
3. There should be an effort made to establish respect for social
standards.
4. There should be a discussion of dating and boy-^irl relations, and
students should understand reasons for proper behavior.
5. Emphasis should be placed on the importance of good family relations.
6. Students should be encouraged to talk frankly and to help them find
answers to their questions.
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Concepts that are important at the senior high level are:
1, Ybuth should have the knowledge and appreciation of the place the
family telds in our cultare, his place in his own family, and his
responsibllitle* to the family he may wish to establish later.
2, To give students the scientific and physiological Information for
understanding seat and its relation to life and the family, includ-
ing the knowledge of the power of the aess. drive, the tensions that
arise, and the need of controlling the sex urge by will power and
self<^scipllne; also, the need for separating sex desire from love*
3, To help students actjulre a background of Ideals, standards, and
attitudes which will be of value to him In choosing a mate and
building his own family.
CONCLUSION
The author found that there was very little quMtlon *^ether or
not sex education sluuld be taught In the schools. It SMBad that the
school was the logical place to provide nxMit of the sex Information^
complemented fxom other areas such as, parents, church, doctors, and
the peer group. Unlike many content areas, if the schools do not pro-
vide sex education It definitely did not mean that there would be no
sex education. Sex was an important part of life aawng the youth,
particularly from adolescence on, and there would continue to be sex
education anong the youths themselves, -bvlously the job thesi, of the
schools was not to take the place of the peer group, but to provide more
factual Information which would help the students set standards by vAilch
they wanted to live. Also, tha •Cudents would be able to llva a hiqjpler
and better adjusted life.
An attempt was aada to establish maturity level* at tha various
ages of students. This was quite difficult because most authorities In
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this area talked about age groups, rather than specific ages. This m»
understandable, however, because of the various rates of maturity of
children. It wM difficult to state that a certain thing was going to
iappnn at a particular age.
It WM fait that the concepts offered in this r^»rt at tha
various grade levels are educationally sound. This is not saying that
if thM« Qonei^ts w»re placed into a school curriculun •• a sex educa-
tion program, that It would be the ideal. However, if students were
taught and understood these concepts they would be better prepared to
meet the trials of life.
At yet there are no clear-cut guidelines or established pxograas
of procedures for sound sex education, twt some beginnings are being
made. Some of these programs that are being wtablished will fail*
but, fortunately, there will be a feiw that will set a pattern for the
rest of the nation's schools to follow*
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The purpose of this r^x>rt was to detezmine some develoiHsental
•CagM aod levels of raaturlty of students kindergarten through twelve,
and their pr^aredness to comprehend 8«K and family living at the
various grade levels.
Acoordlng to aaiqr authorities, society has turned to the schools
to provide sex education for its youth. A reasonably well prepared and
%fell balanced teacher can explain sex education in an atmosphere that
would be conducive to wholesome learning.
There was general agreement that there should be a general
readiness by the teacher to answer all questions that pertained to
growth and development, r^roduction and family living, in accurate
terms and at the level at which a student was able to understand.
There is a consensus on the part of authorities that the follow-
ing items should be included at the various grade levels.
The laore important concepts that would be taught in the primacy
gcadee included: learning the difference between the tto sexes, knowl~
edge that a baby develops inside the mother's body and the father's role
in reproduction, correct names for body parts and tenis for elimination,
reapeet o£ the indivi(kial*s own body, as^ assuming a ptoper role within
the individual's own family.
Intetnedlate students should obtain an understanding of how the
reproductive system related to other body systems, and how various
glands affected body growth and development. The students should be
aware of and understand the changes that take place in their bodies as
they approached adolescence.
tAt every grade level, there should be continuing emphaste on th«
appropriate scientific terms for all parts of the body, and encourage-
ment of incidental dlscueeion and specific questions.
The menstrual cycle and the story of menstruation should be
Introduced to girla at their interest level. Menstruation should be
understood by sixth grade girls because many have started their growth
spurt, and this occurred on the average of 8»4 months before the first
MHWtrual period. It was also desirable to have the boys sit in on
part of the infomation about menstruation*
Masturbation, although it is nore prevalent in the teens, would
be discussed at this age level because half of the boys are engaged In
its practice.
Students in the Junior high should have an understanding of
adolescent conditions such as acne, obesity, and seminal emissions.
These are common conditions for adolescents, hence this information
could possibly save some frustration on their part.
An extremely important area to introduce at the Junior hl^
level was what some refer to as a person's sejoaality. The student
should realize that these feelings were natural, and that a girl, for
inataaee, should not feel guilty or get a complex if she felt warm all
over the first time a boy kissed her.
Boy-^irl relations was another important area to be discussed in
the Junior high. Information should be preswited which would assist
them in determining their own values* This would be infomation which
would Influence the minds of this age group with the hops that it iibuld
fresult in establishing proper values*
At the senior high level some basic psychology should be taught
to help the student understand himself, as well as others.
Such things as going steady, eagagenentt sex manners and morals
should be discussed.
Regarding marriage, such tlUngs as choosing a narriage partner,
«rtiat makes a successful marriage, legal requirements, and divorce would
be included. Also, there should be a study of courtship and marriage
customs of other societies, as well as our ovn, at this level.
Students need to learn about venereal disease. Some of the
areas that would be discussed in detail included why there was an
Increase in venereal disease. Also, syphilis, gonorrhea and their
effect on marriage should be presented at this time.
Students should be aware of and given a chance to discuss the
Hour e«Kual codes that operate in our society*
Students on the senior high level should evaluate the overall
sex education program.
